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A New View of Weak Scale A New View of Weak Scale 
PhysicsPhysics

Many new results in theoretical physics Many new results in theoretical physics 
Some of the most exciting involve extra Some of the most exciting involve extra 
dimensions of spacedimensions of space
Intriguing possibilities for our universe: Intriguing possibilities for our universe: 
both theoretical and experimentalboth theoretical and experimental
Warped geometry has particularly Warped geometry has particularly 
interesting signatures: resonances!interesting signatures: resonances!
Extra dimensions of space could be the Extra dimensions of space could be the 
next big discovery at CERNnext big discovery at CERN



Sampling of what we now know is Sampling of what we now know is 
possiblepossible——in physics!in physics!

BraneworldsBraneworlds and and MultiversesMultiverses
Extra dimensions can be infinitely large, yet be Extra dimensions can be infinitely large, yet be 
invisibleinvisible
New place in the universe: threeNew place in the universe: three--dimensional dimensional 
sinkholesinkhole
Extra dimensions can illuminate connections, Extra dimensions can illuminate connections, 
resolving puzzles of a 3+1 dimensional worldresolving puzzles of a 3+1 dimensional world
With testable  experimental consequencesWith testable  experimental consequences



Why should such different results Why should such different results 
connect?connect?

HighHigh--energy physics covers an enormous range energy physics covers an enormous range 
of energiesof energies
At the highest energies, we need a theory of At the highest energies, we need a theory of 
quantum gravityquantum gravity——a theory that includes a theory that includes 
quantum mechanics and general relativityquantum mechanics and general relativity
String theory, in which the fundamental String theory, in which the fundamental 
ingredients are oscillating, vibrating strings,  is ingredients are oscillating, vibrating strings,  is 
the leading candidatethe leading candidate



Lower Energies?Lower Energies?

At lower energy scales, there are physical At lower energy scales, there are physical 
phenomena that we can study experimentallyphenomena that we can study experimentally
Understand basic elements of matter and their Understand basic elements of matter and their 
interactionsinteractions
New ideas might provide deeper connections New ideas might provide deeper connections 
among known physical quantities: masses, among known physical quantities: masses, 
forcesforces
These are theories we can experimentally testThese are theories we can experimentally test



The best route?  The best route?  

Model Building: 
adventure travel 
through world of 
ideas



Extra Dimensions One Route?Extra Dimensions One Route?

String theory: extra dimensions essential String theory: extra dimensions essential 
Lower energies: Extra dimensions can Lower energies: Extra dimensions can 
illuminate connections among observable illuminate connections among observable 
phenomena in new ways phenomena in new ways 
They are after all a possibility from They are after all a possibility from 
perspective of general relativityperspective of general relativity
Plus:Plus:
Bonus: Even shed light on purely fourBonus: Even shed light on purely four--
dimensional physicsdimensional physics



Extra Dimensions in PhysicsExtra Dimensions in Physics

TheodorTheodor KaluzaKaluza proposed extra proposed extra 
dimensions in 1919dimensions in 1919
Einstein (referee) delayed publication for Einstein (referee) delayed publication for 
two yearstwo years
Interesting idea, but what makes the other Interesting idea, but what makes the other 
dimension different?dimension different?
Old answerOld answer: Extra dimensions can be : Extra dimensions can be 
rolled up to a tiny sizerolled up to a tiny size
But Also New AnswersBut Also New Answers……



Hose Across Football FieldHose Across Football Field

1 Dimensional

Can see 2D or 3D with small probe

Very intuitive; if sufficiently tiny, it doesnVery intuitive; if sufficiently tiny, it doesn’’t look like itt look like it’’s theres there

OskarOskar Klein proposed idea that dimension is rolled up in 1926Klein proposed idea that dimension is rolled up in 1926
If a dimension is wound sufficiently tightly you wonIf a dimension is wound sufficiently tightly you won’’t see itt see it



CurledCurled--up Dimensionup Dimension

Entire universe is curled up!



New (1999) Way to Hide New (1999) Way to Hide 
DimensionsDimensions

Based on an important ingredient in Based on an important ingredient in ““stringstring””
theory whose importance was only theory whose importance was only 
recently recognizedrecently recognized
BRANESBRANES
MembraneMembrane--like objects in higher like objects in higher 
dimensional spacedimensional space
Play an essential role in string theoryPlay an essential role in string theory



WhatWhat’’s New? Braness New? Branes

Branes:Branes:

Distinguish Distinguish 
dimensions dimensions 
along a along a branebrane
from those from those 
perpendicular to perpendicular to 
itit



Branes can trap particles and Branes can trap particles and 
forcesforces

Stuck on a brane like a bead on a wire

Particles stuck on a brane like beads on a wire



DD--Branes: Where Open Strings Branes: Where Open Strings 
EndEnd

Particles and forces stuck on branes—not gravity!



Why not gravity?Why not gravity?
Gravity Gravity ------closed string: closed string: 
no ends!no ends!

Energy: all energy Energy: all energy 
interacts via gravityinteracts via gravity

Geometry: gravity Geometry: gravity 
connected to connected to spacetimespacetime



BraneworldBraneworld

Drawn as 
2D

Really 3D

And really

infinite

HigherHigher--dimensional world in which particles and dimensional world in which particles and 
matter are stuck on  a matter are stuck on  a branebrane





With branes, weWith branes, we’’ve found warped geometryve found warped geometry
Solutions that provide:Solutions that provide:

New way to hide dimensionsNew way to hide dimensions
New way to explain weakness of gravityNew way to explain weakness of gravity
New concept of our place in the universeNew concept of our place in the universe



RS2 RS2 BraneworldBraneworld——
New way to hide a dimensionNew way to hide a dimension

(LR with Raman (LR with Raman SundrumSundrum))

Extra dimension can be infinite in size! Extra dimension can be infinite in size! SpacetimeSpacetime is warped and     is warped and     
gravity stays near the gravity stays near the branebrane..



Localized Gravity:Localized Gravity:
Warped GeometryWarped Geometry

Gravity is concentrated Gravity is concentrated 
near the near the branebrane

Tiny probability for gravity to leak 
away from brane

We solved equations for gravity and according We solved equations for gravity and according 
to Einsteinto Einstein’’s General Relativitys General Relativity

All of All of spacetimespacetime is  warpedis  warped



Force  spreads very asymmetricallyForce  spreads very asymmetrically
Lines of gravitational force almost parallel to Lines of gravitational force almost parallel to branebrane
Gravity doesnGravity doesn’’t leak into extra dimension as you would t leak into extra dimension as you would 
expect without warpingexpect without warping
Localized gravity: new way to hide dimensionsLocalized gravity: new way to hide dimensions

Gravitational Field Near Gravitational Field Near BraneBrane



Extra dimension can be infinite in sizeExtra dimension can be infinite in size
Without us knowing about itWithout us knowing about it
Because warped gravity spreads out in Because warped gravity spreads out in 
only three spatial dimensionsonly three spatial dimensions
------Not four (really, tiny amount in fourth)Not four (really, tiny amount in fourth)

Alternative to rolledAlternative to rolled--up dimension!up dimension!



Even More Dramatic: Even More Dramatic: 
Locality of Four DimensionsLocality of Four Dimensions

Why should you need Why should you need 
to know about space far to know about space far 
from the from the branebrane??
With Andreas With Andreas KarchKarch, , 
found fourfound four--dimensional dimensional 
gravity  near the gravity  near the branebrane
But higherBut higher--d d 
everywhere elseeverywhere else
FourFour--dimensional dimensional 
sinkholesinkhole



Exciting but frustratingExciting but frustrating

Could exist something as dramatic as an Could exist something as dramatic as an 
infinite extra dimension, pockets of lowerinfinite extra dimension, pockets of lower--
dimensional space, but we wouldndimensional space, but we wouldn’’t know t know 
it!it!
Can a warped extra dimension be testedCan a warped extra dimension be tested??
Yes, if connected to Particle PhysicsYes, if connected to Particle Physics



Hierarchy Problem: One of the Hierarchy Problem: One of the 
biggest puzzles in particle physicsbiggest puzzles in particle physics
Why is gravity so weak compared to the Why is gravity so weak compared to the 
other elementary forces?other elementary forces?

Might not seem weak but magnet 
can take on the entire Earth-
Might not seem weak but magnet 
can take on the entire Earth-



Hierarchy ProblemHierarchy Problem
Need “fine-tuning” to get very different
masses

Key issue in particle physics today

One that will be resolved at LHC



““FineFine--tuningtuning”” is unlikely:is unlikely:
No artist so we need an No artist so we need an 

explanationexplanation

Barnett Newman: Broken Obelisk



RS1 RS1 ““MultiverseMultiverse::””
Warped Warped SpacetimeSpacetime Geometry Like Geometry Like 

BeforeBefore

•Now two branes

•Gravity still concentrated 
on Gravitybrane

•But we live on a second 
brane:

•The Weakbrane



If we live anywhere If we live anywhere 
but the but the GravitybraneGravitybrane, , 
gravity will seem gravity will seem 
weakweak
Small probability for Small probability for 
graviton to be near graviton to be near 
the the WeakbraneWeakbrane
Natural consequence Natural consequence 
of warped geometryof warped geometry

Natural for gravity to be weak!Natural for gravity to be weak!



Rescaling Across Fifth DimensionRescaling Across Fifth Dimension



Everything rescaled in warped Everything rescaled in warped 
geometry!geometry!

Can understand Can understand 
weakness of gravity as weakness of gravity as 
things being bigger things being bigger 
and lighter on the   and lighter on the   
WeakbraneWeakbrane



What rescaling meansWhat rescaling means::

Anything on or near the Anything on or near the WeakbraneWeakbrane hashas
Order Order TeVTeV--scale massscale mass
Anything localized in the bulk hasAnything localized in the bulk has
Correspondingly exponentially bigger Correspondingly exponentially bigger 
massmass
On On GravitybraneGravitybrane--back to Planckback to Planck--scale scale 
massesmasses



Particles in bulkParticles in bulk

Planck                                  106 TeV 1000 TeV TeV



Experimental Tests?Experimental Tests?

Connection to mass andConnection to mass and weakness of weakness of 
gravity relative to other known forcesgravity relative to other known forces tells tells 
us   us   
LHC will have the right energy to search LHC will have the right energy to search 
for consequences of this theoryfor consequences of this theory
Anything on the Anything on the WeakbraneWeakbrane should have should have 
roughly roughly TeVTeV energy/massenergy/mass
Many modes on the Many modes on the TeV/WeakbraneTeV/Weakbrane



KK Particles: Weak Scale KK Particles: Weak Scale 
Fingerprints of Extra DimensionsFingerprints of Extra Dimensions

With extra dimensions, there are new With extra dimensions, there are new 
KaluzaKaluza--Klein (KK)Klein (KK) particlesparticles
Travel and carry momentum in extra Travel and carry momentum in extra 
dimensionsdimensions
Look to us like particles with mass Look to us like particles with mass 
characteristic of the extracharacteristic of the extra--dimensional dimensional 
geometrygeometry



KK modes of gravitonKK modes of graviton

In RS1, KK spectrum very distinctiveIn RS1, KK spectrum very distinctive
TeVTeV, 2 , 2 TeVTeV, 3 TEV (rough) spectrum, 3 TEV (rough) spectrum
With much stronger than gravitational With much stronger than gravitational 
interaction strength!interaction strength!
Interaction strength is warped too!Interaction strength is warped too!
Not 1/MNot 1/MPP

Instead, 1/TeVInstead, 1/TeV



ImplicationsImplications
If you produce a KK mode of the If you produce a KK mode of the gravitiongravition
Not just missing energy!Not just missing energy!
Mode decays inside detectorMode decays inside detector——just like most just like most 
other heavy particles we hope to discoverother heavy particles we hope to discover
Means we can reconstruct mass, spin (we Means we can reconstruct mass, spin (we 
hope!)hope!)
Would be first genuine signature of quantum Would be first genuine signature of quantum 
gravity gravity 
Graviton itself too weakly interacting to detect Graviton itself too weakly interacting to detect 
directlydirectly
Not true for its KK modes!Not true for its KK modes!



Experimental Signal: Can search Experimental Signal: Can search 
for extra dimensions!for extra dimensions!

KaluzaKaluza--Klein particlesKlein particles
Definite mass Definite mass 
spectrum and spectrum and ““spinspin””--22

Truly different than Truly different than 
other strongly other strongly 
interacting theoriesinteracting theories
Light spinLight spin--2 but gap2 but gap
No other strongly No other strongly 
interacting states as interacting states as 
lightlight



collider signals would be dramatically different

H. Davoudiasl, J. Hewett, T. Rizzo



graviton graviton hashas spin 2spin 2
M=1.5 TeV 100fb-1

Angular distributions



If RS1 solves the hierarchy problem, we should If RS1 solves the hierarchy problem, we should 
be able to tellbe able to tell
And if we are very lucky, And if we are very lucky, fivefive--dimensional black dimensional black 
holes and string statesholes and string states might also appearmight also appear

LESSON 1: RS1 gives clean LESSON 1: RS1 gives clean TeVTeV--KKKK--gravitongraviton
SpinSpin--2 and Gap in spectrum definite indication of 2 and Gap in spectrum definite indication of 
warped extrawarped extra--dimensional geometrydimensional geometry
Lots of strongly interacting Lots of strongly interacting TeVTeV--scale physics to scale physics to 
complement this measurementcomplement this measurement



Other warped scenarios addressing Other warped scenarios addressing 
the hierarchy?the hierarchy?

RS1 isnRS1 isn’’t the only scenario: variations interestingt the only scenario: variations interesting
Depends on whether particles on Depends on whether particles on branebrane or in or in 
bulkbulk
Two key features that make bulk matter possibleTwo key features that make bulk matter possible

Size of fifth dimension extremely small (only about 30 Size of fifth dimension extremely small (only about 30 
times fundamental scaletimes fundamental scale——exponential hierarchy)exponential hierarchy)

Means you can have gauge bosons in the bulkMeans you can have gauge bosons in the bulk
Coupling wonCoupling won’’t be too weakt be too weak

You only need Higgs on the You only need Higgs on the WeakbraneWeakbrane to address to address 
the hierarchythe hierarchy

Problem only for the Higgs scalar: gauge boson and Problem only for the Higgs scalar: gauge boson and fermionfermion
masses are protectedmasses are protected



Suggests new scenariosSuggests new scenarios

Fermions and/or gauge bosons can be in Fermions and/or gauge bosons can be in 
the bulkthe bulk
Because Because 5D5D cutcut--off is Planck scaleoff is Planck scale
Allows for unification!Allows for unification!
Allows for interesting modelAllows for interesting model--building:building:
FermionFermion masses from masses from wavefunctionwavefunction
overlap with Higgs field (on overlap with Higgs field (on WeakbraneWeakbrane))
Bulk scenarios have distinctive signaturesBulk scenarios have distinctive signatures



Particles in bulkParticles in bulk

Planck                                  106 TeV 1000 TeV TeV



Bulk UnificationBulk Unification
Net contribution from all modesNet contribution from all modes
Gives Gives logarithmic logarithmic running running 
From From TeVTeV scale to Planck scalescale to Planck scale
LESSON 2: very natural to have LESSON 2: very natural to have 
unificationunification

energyenergyenergy

Coupling

strength

CouplingCoupling

strengthstrength

Gravity 
energy
Gravity Gravity 
energyenergy



Phenomenology?Phenomenology?

Bulk gauge bosonsBulk gauge bosons
Means KK modes of weak bosons,Means KK modes of weak bosons,
gluons as well as gravitonsgluons as well as gravitons
Resonances with strong force interactions Resonances with strong force interactions 
for examplefor example



Can find gluon KK modes and Can find gluon KK modes and 
distinguish number of dimensionsdistinguish number of dimensions

LR with Ben Lillie, Liantao Wangh
LESSON 2: Resonances have more

Info than we’ve explored yet



Precise signatures depend on Precise signatures depend on 
fermionfermion wavefunctionwavefunction profilesprofiles

Might expect nontrivial profilesMight expect nontrivial profiles
Masses depend on overlap with HiggsMasses depend on overlap with Higgs
Expect light fermions localized near Expect light fermions localized near 
Planck/Gravity Planck/Gravity branebrane
Top, bottom near Top, bottom near WeakbraneWeakbrane



FermionFermion Profiles and MassesProfiles and Masses



Dual Interpretation of Warped Dual Interpretation of Warped 
ScenariosScenarios

RS phenomenology has dual 4d strongly interacting RS phenomenology has dual 4d strongly interacting 
conformal field theory interpretationconformal field theory interpretation
Roughly, between Planck scale and Roughly, between Planck scale and TeVTeV scale, CFT scale, CFT 
At At TeVTeV scale, CFT spontaneously brokenscale, CFT spontaneously broken
Gives rise to composite statesGives rise to composite states
Which states are composite depends on details of Which states are composite depends on details of 
wavefunctionwavefunction
Those localized near Those localized near TeVTeV/Weak /Weak branebrane are more are more 
compositecomposite
Those localized near Planck/Gravity Those localized near Planck/Gravity branebrane are less are less 
compositecomposite



Signatures of Partial Signatures of Partial 
CompositenessCompositeness

Higgs (longitudinal modes) couplings to electroweak Higgs (longitudinal modes) couplings to electroweak 
gauge bosons are enhancedgauge bosons are enhanced

Long W, Long W, ttRR-->>bbLL KK resonancesKK resonances
Enhanced KK production through Enhanced KK production through ttRR loops  (loops  (AgasheAgashe, , 
Delgado, May, Delgado, May, SundrumSundrum))
Also graviton KK resonance has interactions very similar Also graviton KK resonance has interactions very similar 
to that of Higgs! (LR and RS)to that of Higgs! (LR and RS)
LESSON 3: RICH PHENOMENOLOGYLESSON 3: RICH PHENOMENOLOGY--NOT YET NOT YET 
FULLY EXPLOREDFULLY EXPLORED



Signatures of Extra Dimensions Signatures of Extra Dimensions 
Still?Still?

Still have distinctive spinStill have distinctive spin--2 resonance2 resonance
What other distinguishing features in What other distinguishing features in 
interactions?interactions?
Is it extra dimensions or just some strong Is it extra dimensions or just some strong 
interactions?interactions?
γγγγ, gluon , gluon gluongluon interactions should be the interactions should be the 
same (LR with RS)same (LR with RS)
After all, itAfter all, it’’s a gravitational interactions a gravitational interaction
Worth investigatingWorth investigating



One more variant: KR ModelOne more variant: KR Model

Can have RS without the 2Can have RS without the 2ndnd branebrane
bounding bounding spacetimespacetime
Then get a gapless continuum of KK Then get a gapless continuum of KK 
modesmodes
Rather than resonance signatures, Rather than resonance signatures, 
Reverts to missing energyReverts to missing energy



Cross Section and Missing EnergyCross Section and Missing Energy

KR: 
equivalent 
to n=6

Spiropolu

Missing energy 
searches might find 
KR geometry

Only distinguished by 
black holes and 
strings!

LESSON 4: Even 
missing energy 
searches can find 
warped scenario



SummarySummary
Best signature: spinBest signature: spin--2 resonance and mass gap2 resonance and mass gap
Good signatures: signals of partial Good signatures: signals of partial 
compositenesscompositeness
Great signature if measurable: relative rate of Great signature if measurable: relative rate of γγγγ
and gluon and gluon gluongluon: indicates warped extra : indicates warped extra 
dimensiondimension
Plus possible missing energy signature if infinite Plus possible missing energy signature if infinite 
extra dimensionextra dimension
Lots of phenomenologyLots of phenomenology
Much still to be worked outMuch still to be worked out
But we really want to be able to pin this down But we really want to be able to pin this down 



Entering a new era in physicsEntering a new era in physics

Every time weEvery time we’’ve explored smaller or ve explored smaller or 
larger length scales, welarger length scales, we’’ve found new ve found new 
phenomena, new connectionsphenomena, new connections
Many exciting new ideas for what we Many exciting new ideas for what we 
might discovermight discover
More connections are thereMore connections are there——we just have we just have 
to find themto find them
Secrets of the universe are about to Secrets of the universe are about to 
unravelunravel



Hidden riches in the universeHidden riches in the universe


